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Kokopelli trail guide book

Stock Image Guide Book for Kokopelli's Trail My goal is to make a mountain bike guide book that is functional, beautiful and goes far beyond the quality you expect. Seventy-four supporters pledged to raise USD 2,400 to bring this project to life. Last updated on August 27, 2013 Based on years of riding the trail and planning multi-day
trips, we've summarized our experience in this guide. Of course, we have recorded the most accurate and thorough, mile-wide breakdown of the trail to help you make the most of your saddle time. And there's more. This guide is dedicated to the detailing of the trail itself as well as to the support in the preparation, planning and
implementation of a multi-day bike tour. Whether you're planning a 7-day group trip with escort vehicles, a 1-day solo flash, or anything in between, these pages provide all the information you need to have a safe and fun trip. This includes key logistics points, water and cache locations, vehicle accessibility routes, various routes, altitude
ranges, training information and much more. You'll also find important information about what to expect in terms of technical and endurance driving skills for each section, insider tips on the best camps and side routes, even valuable bits to keep your support driver happy! This is a journey through the lands of the mythical Kokopelli or
wandering flute player, which is exemplified in the Southwest Rock Art. Our route ranges from single track to slick rock, Aspens to Pinyon pinetrees and offers sights that will inspire your senses and your terrain that will definitely test your driving skills. The Kokopelli Trail begins with a challenging single track that leads to fun, rugged 4-
wheel trails that regularly touch the Colorado River. From the top of the world, we descend on Fisher Valley and Onion Creek Canyon, one of the most beautiful and colorful places in Moabes Canyon Country. The last day offers a selection of Moab's legendary Porcupine Rim or Slickrock Trails. For those considering making a multi-day
tour for the first time, especially those who have little or no camping experience, we have written a detailed description of what it's like to go on a multi-day tour with us. Click here to read it. More information about this tour can be found under the following elements: Photo Gallery Each photo has a text description below. Double-click the
first photo, then use the right arrow through the sequence to get a step-by-step preview of the entire tour. Region: Colorado, Moab Area Duration: 5-days/4-night style: Camping in several places Season: Autumn, Spring Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced, Singletrack Lake Calendar Departures: Grand Junction, CO Distance: 130 Miles
Special Notes: What to do in Moab Frequently Asked Questions This tour is conducted under permission from the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Moab Field Office of the Bureau of Land Management. Rim Tours is an equal opportunities provider. ELEVATION PROFILE: Click to enlarge This tour is ridden in 2 connected via a
shuttle. Part 1 (Day 1 -4) Part 2 (Day 5) TOUR LOCATION MAP: Mostly cloudy and 35F at Grand Junction Regional Airport, CO winds are northeast at 3.5 MPH (3 KT). The pressure is 1011.5 mb and the humidity is 64%. Last update on Nov 23, 2020, 02:53 10 Day Forecast Translate » Moab and most of Utah have eased restrictions in
phases since the closure of Moab and most of the state. Similarly, the areas to which we travel for our summer multi-day tours have also imposed fewer restrictions than before, so that our operations are running again in all areas. With our reopening, we have new protocols to keep you and our employees as safe as possible, and we work
with our guests individually to ensure that your expectations and our expectations are met. This includes each guest giving a review and signing a participation contract (for day tours and multi-day tours) in addition to a waiver for your tour. We also have a Covid Mitigation Procedures document to explain our multi-day tour logs. We do our
day trips throughout the summer in Moab and leave the city early to beat the heat, and our multi-day tours are gradually increasing after so many of you have had to cancel. We work with families and groups to create private experiences and bring together smaller groups to meet our minimum for a trip. We greatly appreciate our dedicated
guests and staff for staying with us and helping us survive the loss of more than half of our season. Thank you very much! Be sure to be good and ride your bike! Kirstin, Matt and the Rim Tours Staff The 142-mile Kokopelli Trail runs from Fruita to Moab, connecting two epic trails with a multi-day ride through single track, dirt tracks, gravel
and even a bit of pavement. For mountain bikers who want to support the trip themselves, 2 Pedal founder Rad Anzulovic puts together a full-colour guide with maps, pictures and lots of information to help you plan and ride. The project is on Kickstarter and has already reached its original funding target, but more money will help it add
better artwork and increase the number of available first-round prints. A deposit of 20 dollars will get a copy, and larger amounts could take you a private semi-assisted trip to and from the trailheads with lunch and a bus to transport your cargo between support stops. Looking for maps of other famous hiking trails and systems? 2 Pedal's
website sells a variety of publishers and artists. Rad also puts together an informal ride on the trail in May 2013. Details here. famous Kokopelli's Trail connects Fruita with Moab - two of the best and most famous mountain bike destinations in the world. The guide for this extremely varied and scenic path is in its second, improved print
from July 2015. This guide contains camping information, water sources, lots of history and small things, and information about the cities at each end. Although the book is mountain bike-centric, information for motorcycle and 4x4 rides on the track and what they have to make to run the route safely and legally. In the surrounding area you
will also find alternative routes, side routes and even hiking trails. Full color maps The entire trail and many side ways and options are detailed on nine colored pages with integrated height and mileage. Hiking trails for non-driving members of your group are included, as well as legal alternative routes for those who make the trail on
motorcycles or SUVs. In addition, you will find beautiful colour maps of Fruita and Moab showing restaurants, hotels, gas, camping and much more. Support You'll find a list of private tour operators offering supported trail trips, as well as a map for your support driver to find all the points you can hit your support vehicle - a great section that
you can scour during the planning phase when you're new to the trail. Keeping a happy support driver is the key to more great travel in the future! Detailed info The needs of a large group of inexperienced drivers are completely different from strong drivers on solo efforts. Whether you're pushing for an unsupported time trial or meeting
your support vehicle for the barrel every afternoon, this guide has all the information you need to plan a fun and safe trip and even learn a little history of the area. It also contains detailed maps and elevation maps as well as details about all campsites and how to deal with the lack of water. If you're writing for a mountain bike blog, running
a bike shop, being A BLM employee, or thinking for some other reason that I should send you a free copy, please ask me. I.
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